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Extended model: FRET occurs on a flexible molecule
In the presented model , the donor-acceptor distance is assumed to be static or reporting on a slow dynamic process or on a small amplitude dynamic process, represented by narrow (in the best case shot-noise-limited) it is distributed with a very narrow distance distributions. That does not have to be the case. The formulation of the FRET rate constant in this work so far was provided as function of FRET efficiency E.
To express the Förster energy transfer de-excitation as function of the donor-acceptor distance, we need to re-write Eqs. 3 and 4 as:
where D k is the de-excitation rate constants from the trans isomers,
is the Förster radius, the distance at which 50% of the excitation energy is transferred via FRET to the acceptor and r is the distance between the centers of the donor and the acceptor fluorophores. However if in equilibrium a wide distance distribution, ( ) r p , characterizes the ensemble of donor-acceptor molecules, the set of differential eqs. 5 can be re-written as partial differential equations: 
